
FAASafety Team presents:

Sunday Morning Hangar Talk  Special Topic  IFR Enroute Charts

and TEC



Donuts or chips, GA Hot News, Pilot's Fitness, &
More, plus our very popular feature that asks,
"WHY?," and addresses an intriguing timely
event/accident.  At 10 am HANGAR TALK
begins!  A Casual Round Table discussion (often
motivated by videos) wherein your stories,
questions, opinions and comments will serve as
the tasty appetizers on our checklist.  Learning
about IFR En Route Charts and Tower En Route
Contol routes is today's "Back to School" feature.
Perfect for the pilot thinking about an IFR rating!
Hopefully, everyone will discover something that
will improve their own pilot skills and knowledge
bank. 

Designed to emulate the old days when there
really was hangar talk, donuts & coffee. The
Pilot's Lounge is a comfortable intimate area with
tables, chairs & upholstered furniture.
Directions: Drive from the intersection of San Fernando and
Osborne on Osborne past the Airport's main entrance and
turn on Airpark Way.  Drive to Vista Aviation and enjoy free
parking.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!
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